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SPECIFIC FEATURES OF WORD-FORMATION  

IN COMPUTER TERMS. 
 

A language is an ever-changing organic system with new words coming in 
and going out all the time. Science and technology development has brought the 
need to name new concepts. A lot of new terms from different areas, including 
telecommunications, IT, computer science enter the English language and enrich 
its vocabulary.  

According to Dubuc there are four main methods used in creating new 
terms: semantic change, in which an established word is given a new meaning, 
morphological change, in which a term is formed by shortening an existing word 
or by joining existing words and formative elements, conversion, in which a term 
is coined by changing the grammatical class of an existing word and by 
borrowing from other languages. (Dubuc, 1997, p.134�135;)  

Many computing words are metaphors, which are words or phrases used in 
an imaginative way to describe somebody or something else in order to show 
that the two things have the same qualities. In addition, a lot of words may have 
their general meaning in one context and a different one in another. For example, 
Mouse is a simple word in its general context, denoting an animal, whereas, in 
the field of computing, it becomes an important term, used for naming a pointing 
device. Notebook is a book made of plain paper on which you can write notes, 
whereas in the field of computing it is a very small personal computer that is the 
size of a book. Cut is a simple verb which means to divide something with a 
knife, as a term it means to remove the unnecessary part of the data. Paste as a 
verb means to stick a paper on to a surface using paste while as a computing term 
means to make words appear in a new place on a computer screen. Virus is a 
very small living thing, smaller than bacteria that causes infectious illnesses 
whereas in computing it is a set of instructions secretly put into a computer that 
can destroy the information stored in the computer. Bug is a noun denoting a 
small insect in the general context while as a term it means a small fault in the 
system of instructions that operates a computer.  
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It must be stated that there are also collocations which consist of computer 
lexical items and are not used in their general meaning. Simultaneously, these 
collocations are used in grammatical structures, in their general meaning. For 
example the adjective �blind� usually collocates with �sight�, but it also has 
some unusual instances of co-occurrence as: 

objects: blind corner 
emotions: blind rage, blind panic 
abstract nouns: blind prejudice, blind faith, blind loyalty, blind obedience 
social events: blind date 
new technologies: blind copy 
As a computer collocation blind copy is similar to the common language 

�blind corner� in the sense that when the user wants to send the same message to 
several addressees without letting them know of his intention, he can type their 
e-mail addressees by using the blind copy field. This means that the others 
addressees� e-mail addresses are secret and confidential. The blind copy hides 
the recipients of the messages. 

As it has been mentioned above, that the second method used in creating 
new terms is morphological change which includes the following processes: 
clipping (reduction of a word to one of its parts like mike from microphone or 
synch from synchronize) and composition (�affixation or derivation, compoun-
ding, combining, blending and initializing�).  

Affixation is generally defined as the formation of words by adding word 
forming or derivational affixes to stems. While analyzing computer terms it must 
be mentioned that the most frequently used computer suffixes are:  

a) noun-forming suffixes like: 
-ion: abortion, absorption, acceleration, accumulation, action, activa-

tion, addition, animation, application, automation, configuration, emulation, 
expression, extension, fragmentation, generalization, instruction, invalida-
tion, junction, limitation, location, manipulation notification, operation, pro-
tection, representation, simplification, transformation, verification, tabula-
tion, transaction, transposition, etc.  

-er: adapter, amplifier, analyzer, autoloader, beeper, blaster, copier, 
counter, compiler, cracker, decoder, dispatcher, driver, eraser, hacker, 
header, interpreter, intruder, limiter, loader, loaner, manager, mailer, 
modeler, parameter, printer, server, stacker, transmitter, user, messenger, 
server, scanner, etc. 

-ing: accounting, addressing, altering, auditing, authoring, auto 
repeating, printing, processing, balancing, blending, collating, decoding, 
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executing, feathering, fetching, filtering, locking, mailing, programming, 
recording, scaling, scanning, setting, sharing, signaling, splitting, storing, 
stripping, testing, triggering, etc. 

b) adjective suffixes 
-able: acceptable, addressable, adjustable, alterable, available, 

avoidable, exchangeable, flexible, portable, solvable, removable, etc. 
-ed: applied, advanced, directed, embedded, fixed, animated, balanced, 

adjusted, etc. 
c)verbal suffixes 
-ize: alphabetize, computerize, digitize, magnetize, synthesize, 

maximize, minimize, optimize, etc. 
-ate: abbreviate, accumulate, activate, allocate, alternate, calculate, 

designate, determinate, locate, numerate, operate, propagate, regulate, 
rotate, terminate, validate, etc. 

In computing, suffix �ware refers to programs executed by a computer. It is 
commonly used to form terms with -ware for classes of software (freeware, 
shareware, malware, spyware, adware, groupware, firmware, freeware, 
spyware, shareware etc.).  

Prefix -e gives Internet related shades of existing concepts (e-auction, e-
book, e-business, e-cash, e-catalog, e-commerce, e-consulting, e-culture, e-
entertainment, e-exchange, e-form, e-government, e-infrastructure, e-
intermediary, e-learning, e-mail, e-payment, e-shop, e-vote, e-signature, e-
document). It should be also mentioned that prefix 'e-' is one of the highly 
productive means of forming new computer terms, and moreover it is one of the 
latest appeared means, as all the derivatives built with the help of 'e -' are 
considered as neologisms. 

The same features are possessed by the prefixes 'cyber-' (cyberculture, 
cybercrime, cyberspacer, cybercafe) and 'virtual-' (virtual memory, virtual 
connection, virtual disk, virtual image) that are prefixed to a wide range of 
existing words to form new Internet-related shades of existing concepts. 

Such prefixes as anti-, auto-, back-, bi-, micro-, de-, e-, digi-, hyper-, 
macro- were considered to be the most frequently used:  

anti-: anti-aliasing, anti-leakage, antireflection, antistatic, anti-twitter, 
antivirus, etc. 

auto-:auto-answer, auto-baud, auto-bracketing, auto-configure, auto 
boot, auto dial, auto save, auto scaling, auto repeat, autocorrect, autocor-
relation, etc. 
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back-: background, back-end, backlighting, backpack, backplane, 
backshell, backspace, backsearch, backbone, backdrop, backlog, backplane, 
etc. 

bi-: bicubic, bilayer, bilevel, bilinear, bipolar, binominal, bisector, etc. 
de-: decomposition, demounting, dependence, deselect, destructor, 

defragmentation, etc. 
digi-: digicash, digispeak, etc. 
hyper-: hyperchart, hypercube, hyperdiagram, hyperdocument, 

hyperlink, hypermedia, hypertalk, etc. 
macro-: macroassembler, macrocell, macrogenerator, macroprocessor, 

macroinstruction, macro call, etc. 
micro-: microarchitecture, microbilling, microbrowser, microcell, 

microchip, microfile, microprocessor, microphone, microsoft, microcircuit, 
microcentury, microcircuit, microcode, microcomputer, etc. 

re-:recreate, restart, redial, reset, redo, retry,restore, revert, 
regenerate, etc. 

Compounding is highly productive in computing when it is necessary to 
combine the words describing the devices with their physical specifications, with 
the obtaining results, with the direction of passing data. There are the following 
subtypes of compounds depending on the structure of the constituent stems.  

a) Noun + noun model is highly productive: 
accelerator key, access provider, address bar, bulletin board, button 

bar, computer operator, computer screen, database, dataset, desktop 
computer, desktop file, desktop taskbar, disk drive, home page, image 
scanner, information network, information provider, information theory, 
programming language, source language, line spacing, line style, network, 
net chat, net news, network database, network controller, network process-
sor, page preview, picture transmission, etc. 

b) Adjective + noun model is also common: 
directed access, dynamic memory, dynamic update, hot key,hot link, 

hotspot, hard disk, hard drive, maximized Window, operating line, 
operating system, numeric data, numeric keypad, optical memory, optical 
disc, full motion, deadlock, live-insertion, etc. 

c) Noun + adjective: 
memory-resident, machine-dependent, line-interactive, error-tolerant, 

fault-tolerant, location-dependent, etc. 
 d) Verb + particle: 
drop-down, pull-down, add-on, set- up, etc. 
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 e) Noun + particle: 
backoff, logoff, top-down, backup, layout, dial up, checkout, etc. 
Abbreviations are considered to be the most productive way in computing, 

Internet and programming. They are formed from the initial letter, or letters of 
several words, or parts of words and pronounced letter by letter. According to O. 
D. Meshkov (Meshkov,1976, p. 157) abbreviations are produced in two different 
ways: the first way is to make a new word from a syllable (e.g. animat (arti-
ficial autonomous agent) is made from �animate�, applet (applied software) - 
from �application�, asynch (transfer mode, used in digital communications) - 
from �asynchronous�) and the second way is to make a new word from the 
initial letters of a word group. 

For example:  CD ROM - Compact Disk Read Only Memory 
 EMS - Expanded Memory System 
 FPD - Flat Panel Display 
 JCL - Job Control Language 
 DCC - Direct Cable Connection 
 MAC - Media Access Control  
 JDBC - Java Database Connectivity 
 HSP - High Speed Performance  
 Internet - Interconnected Network 
 Kbit - kilobit 
 Kbyte - kilobyte 
 Jscript - Java script  
It must be also stated that in computing there are also abbreviated forms of 

word combinations and sentences with the first letters.  
HAND � Have A Nice Day 
GMTA � Great Minds Think Alike 
GMAB � Give Me A Break 
LMK � Let Me Know 

Having analyzed two methods used in creating new terms, we can state that 
abbreviations are considered to be the most productive word-formation means in 
computer terms. Besides, there are many prospects of further investigation of this 
theme. It also touches upon the problem of active penetration of computer 
vocabulary into the general vocabulary of the English language. We can also 
state that the process of quantitative increasing of words, built according to 
comparatively new patterns or new ways of word-formation is taking place in 
Modern English. 
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